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Can someone please help or recommend on a good video capture software for either pc or mac. I would prefer mac.I want to start creating some video tutorials for ColdBox.
Any suggestions??
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Depending on what you are willing to pay Snapz Pro X is a rocking tool for screen capture on osx. I have heard some folks talking about using vnc to do some recording to swf also.

Of course on the pc Captivate is awsome.
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Yeah, I was going to recommend Captivate. Possibly not what you were thinking of, but possibly even better :)
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Another that has been getting some press lately is iShowU -- haven't taken a look yet, but some folks are liking it better than napz Pro on the mac

http://shinywhitebox.com/index.html
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This is awesome. I will try them out. Thanks for the help!!
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I second iShowU, I'm using it to create tutorials for CertificateCreator.com. Don't have any live yet, but so far it's been working good. I see they have a new version out and I'll have to update.
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* The full robust errors can be seen by switching the coldbox.customErrorTemplate in your configuration file (/config/ColdBox.cfc) to
"/coldbox/system/exceptions/BugReport.cfm" or "/coldbox/system/exceptions/Whoops.cfm" and reloading the application.



